Entrance Matting Market by type (Walk-off, Anti-fatigue, Logo and Specialty), by Material (Nylon, Coir, Rubber, Vinyl, and Others), by Utility (Indoor and Outdoor), by Application (Residential and Non-residential) - Global Forecast to 2020

Description: This report estimates the market size of the global entrance matting market in terms of value (USD million) and volume (million square feet). In this report, the market is broadly segmented based on type, material, utility, application, and region. Market drivers, restraints, challenges, material, pricing analysis, and regulations are discussed in detail.

The global entrance matting market is projected to reach USD 6,722.3 Million by 2020, at a CAGR of 4.8% from 2015 to 2020. Entrance matting is becoming popular in the hospitality industry and at workplaces due to advantages such as the growing concern for safety and stringent regulations.

In 2014, the North American region accounted for the highest share of the total market value, followed by Europe and Asia-pacific. The entrance matting market is well established in developed countries. The market in developing economies such as China, Indonesia, and India are estimated to grow at a higher rate from 2015 to 2020.

Walk-off entrance mat is projected to be the fastest-growing entrance matting type segment from 2015 to 2020. Coir is projected to be the fastest-growing element segment during the same period. The residential sector accounted for the largest share of entrance matting market in 2014 due to the rising demand for walk-off, logo, and anti-fatigue entrance matting at residential areas.

Some of the Key entrance matting manufacturers are 3M (U.S.), Cintas Corporation (U.S.), Forbo Holdings AG (Switzerland), Unifirst Corporation (U.S.), Bergo Flooring AB (Sweden), Eagle Mat & Floor Products (U.S.), Birrus Matting Systems (Australia), and Superior Manufacturing Group (U.S.) among others.

Scope of the Report

This research study categorizes the global entrance matting market based on type, material, utility, application, and region:

Based on Type:
- Walk-off
- Anti-fatigue
- Logo
- Specialty

Based on Material:
- Nylon
- Coir
- Rubber
- Vinyl
- Others
- Jute
- Cotton
- Velvet

Based on Utility:
- Indoor
- Outdoor
Based on Application:

- Residential
- Non-residential
  -- Commercial
  -- Hospitality
  -- Industrial
  -- Sports
  -- Others (Swimming pool, gym, school, hotels)

Based on Region:

- North America
- Europe
- Asia-Pacific
- Rest of the World (RoW)

Value Addition for the Buyer:
- This report provides five year market forecasts with important statistical and analytical information on the entrance matting type, material, utility, and application.
- This report provides a list of regulations relevant to entrance matting at the regional level.
- This report provides pricing analysis relevant to entrance matting at the global level.
- This report illustrates the industry structure, driving parameters, major players, industry dynamics, and international developments relevant to the entrance matting market.
- This report provides detailing of each segment, on the country basis for a holistic view.
- This reports provide competitive landscape profile, which is a presentation of company's products and services.
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